Critical Response to the National Framework for the Teaching
of Reading in African Languages
from the bua-lit language and literacy collective, August 2019

1. Introduction
This is a collective response by researchers, practitioners and academics
from 11 universities and 8 NGOs. We work in literacy towards an empowering
vision of education for all children but especially for Black multilingual children
in South Africa.
Our response has focussed on two aspects:
• We offer a critique of the Framework for the Teaching of Reading in
African Languages in the Foundation Phase (hereafter referred to
as ‘the Framework’), setting out the systemic considerations that are
needed, including a revision of the processes of consultation with
stakeholders.
• We focus on the principles underlying the approaches to literacy
education in the Framework, which we argue are unsatisfactory and
need to be reviewed.
2. The need for reasonable, transparent and broad development and
consultative processes
Our first concern regards the short and unreasonable time frame for
commentary on this significant document. The release of the Framework on
the 25th of July 2019 with a closing date for responses on the 31st of July
2019 (extended to 8 August following our request), is rushed and neither fair
nor reasonable. A well-considered and solution-oriented response requires
careful, time-consuming consideration.
Second, as it stands, the Framework is an anonymous document. In the spirit
of democratic participation and transparency, we would like information about
the composition of the Writing Team (including details of their institutional
affiliation) and request that this information be made public.
Third, there has been no real opportunity for discussion or debate in the
development of this framework among the broader literacy education
community. The impact of this closed, isolated and exclusionary process is
visible in a number of ways, including:
• The Framework presents a partial perspective on literacy teaching,
namely a Psycholinguistic and Cognitive Perspective, and represents
this as the only perspective that counts in the teaching of reading.
• The process of developing Primary Teacher standards for literacy
(PrimTEd), that connects deeply to this document and will represent
the implementation plan of this framework, is separate to this
document. While responses to the PrimTEd standards were submitted,
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this national framework document presents the same narrow approach
to literacy that was critiqued in the PrimTEd standards. Failure to
connect these two processes speaks to a lack of commitment to
democratic participation and is at odds with the DBE’s supposed
position on professionalising the field.
The hasty release of the Framework and the lack of transparency in the
process of its development are examples of the kind of exclusionary
processes that Dr Brian Ramadiro so passionately critiqued in his recent
address to the LITASA national conference on 14 July 2019, and to which the
open letter to uMongameli Ramaphosa from Black Teacher educators
responds (2 July)1. Again, we urge the DBE to build a process that draws on
the extensive expertise of the many researchers and practitioners working in a
variety of contexts across the country.
3. The monolingual conception of literacy in a multilingual country
Monolingualism as the norm (or the monoglossic myth) is pervasive in the
Framework text, where the text writer(s) constructs the imagined learner as a
child who will come to school monolingual in a single ‘standard’ language.
Even if we were to accept the existing Curriculum and Assessment Policy
Statement (CAPS) which expects children to learn English as FAL from Grade
1 and to accept the de facto language policy of transition from ‘home
language’ to English LOLT in Grade 4, then we must recognise that to
succeed in schooling, most children start becoming emergent bilinguals from
Grade 1 and they have to become bilinguals with a high degree of dual
proficiency by Grade 4. Yet, there is barely a mention of bilingualism,
biliteracy and multilingualism in the Framework .
Given that bi/multilingualism is the norm in our country (and in most of the
world), teachers/ educators need to know how to teach bilingually depending
on the contexts where they teach and they need to know how to support
bilingual learners in monolingual spaces. Even though the bi/ multilingual
context is currently ignored by CAPS, concepts such as additive bilingualism
are used in the Language in Education Policy (LiEP) of 1997, and thus need
to be explained.
In recent input to the panel on the challenges of standardised assessment of
literacy in multilingual contexts at LITASA 2019 (13 July), Professor Makalela
emphasised that in urban areas, many African language speaking children
arrive at school already bi/multilingual; he also explained that “children who
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are wired multilingually have different pathways from monolinguals”, yet they
are continually mistreated when they are taught and tested as monolinguals.
A reading framework that acknowledges that most children in South Africa are
bi/multilingual by the time they arrive at school will allow us to challenge the
deficit approach which turns such children into a problem that needs to be
fixed. Therefore we propose a change, namely that the starting point of the
Framework assumes the current reality in South African schools: that the
majority of learners are bi/multilingual instead of using monolingual principles
which further subject bi/multilingual learners to a monolingual bias.
4. (Mis)Conceptualisation and reduction of literacy
4.1. Literacy reduced to reading only
It appears in the Framework that literacy is being reduced to reading, or that
reading is seen as synonymous with literacy. This comes from the
Psycholinguistic and Cognitive Perspectives which focus on the cognitive and
individualized processes of learning to read and which have paid minimal
attention to other literacy skills, practices and modalities. While Cognitive
Perspectives have offered us important knowledge and understandings about
the reading process in young children, they provide a narrow view of literacy
learning. This view appears to originate with and be reinforced by the EGRA
approach promoted by USAID, rather than on theoretical perspectives on
literacy.
The problematic reduction of literacy learning to reading only has been
acknowledged in the field through the change of the title of the US based
‘International Literacy Association’ (ILA), from ‘International Reading
Association’ or IRA (https://www.literacyworldwide.org/about-us/our-story) and
in the name change of our local national association from the Reading
Association of South Africa (RASA) to the Literacy Association of South Africa
(LITASA). These important organisations recognize the implications that
follow from the reductionist view of literacy as reading and understand that
reading and writing are two sides of the same coin (at least).
Psycholinguistic and Cognitive approaches to reading acknowledge that oral
language is acquired and reading is learned, a position with which we largely
agree, when we refer to basic oral language proficiency in the early years.
But here it is important to note that attaining higher levels of academic oral
language proficiency, for example, in a child’s home or additional language,
requires both literacy (learning) and exposure (acquisition).
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The Psycholinguistic and Cognitive approaches ignore research (e.g. Heath
1983, Gee, 1990) that points to the fact that reading involves both a process
of socialisation into literacy practices in families and communities and it
involves formal learning in the classroom. In such processes in families,
meaning is not made only in reading practices (for example bed-time stories).
It is made in the vast ecology of texts that enter into and leave homes, many
of which involve writing practices and many of which are social processes,
not just individualized, cognitive ones. Children who are socialized in this way
are thus exposed to reading and writing as two sides of the coin, which is
meaning making in purposeful everyday activities.
In formal learning in classrooms, middle class children are very skillfully
socialized into the classroom practices and pedagogic routines which are
specific to current versions of schooling. Middle class children accumulate
enriched experiences with literacy, involving reading, writing and other modes
of communication.
Working class families also have rich traditions of communicating, but these
are often different from the middle-class ones which western forms of
schooling have privileged. In South Africa, we face the dual challenge of
working with such traditions so that children can ‘recognise themselves’ in the
practices, as well as enabling access to the dominant practices in schools
while also making efforts to transform these. Ignoring the home-based
practices outside of schools, such as the affective, play, performative,
imaginative and so on, means that working class children continue to receive
only impoverished literacy experiences focused on the narrow view of learning
to read, with meaning making hollowed out from these experiences.
It is little wonder therefore that many children in our schools do not show joy
or pleasure in engaging with reading. We also put the children at a
disadvantage if we don’t teach the literacy skills and modalities
simultaneously, integrating other practices and modalities like story-telling,
dramatisation and writing. We believe that the learning of reading also
includes socialisation into reading practices through specific practices and
events, and engagements with texts.
The Framework’s silence on the reciprocal relationship between reading and
writing represents missed opportunities to:
• help young children learn about the permanence of written language
and the ways in which it is similar and different to oral language;
• develop phonic knowledge in the context of writing and spelling, to
which it has a much stronger relevance than reading;
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•

use what children bring to the classroom as a departure point for
shared writing and the creation of other personally meaningful texts
that can be used as the ‘rich reading’ resources for learning to read.

4.2 Literacy misconceptualised as a universal, decontextualized, transferrable
skill
The Framework conceptualises literacy as a universal, autonomous,
decontextualized and transferable skill by giving the impression that if the
‘skill’ of ‘reading’ is learned, it can be applied to all texts. This is simply
incorrect. What is correct in our view is that different texts and different genres
are structured differently and require different approaches when
reading/writing them (Christie & Derewianka, 2008, Gee, 1990). This requires
a vast exposure to different kinds of texts, not just readers or even just
storybooks and this is precisely where the legacies of apartheid continue to
have effects in the non-provision of libraries, the lack of African language texts
(especially non-fiction ones), the hegemony of English (and in earlier periods
Afrikaans) in official domains and so on. By remaining silent on this issue the
current Framework is therefore silent on the classed nature of literacy
development and the legacies of apartheid.
While there is merit in focusing on what happens in the classroom (which is
the focus in this Framework) this limits reading and literacy to a classroom
activity and to highly pedagogised routines and rituals. It would be more
useful to think of a framework that diffuses the binary between classroom and
everyday literacy practices, at least in the Foundation Phase, so that children
come to understand literacy as part of meaning making in purposeful
activities, not just pedagogised activities. For example, in highly resourced
schools very young schoolchildren’s classes involve, besides lessons in
phonics, engagement in activities such as responding to community issues,
setting up social events, writing letters to parliament, using texts to manage
library corners and so on. These young children have an orientation to literacy
that sees it as achieving purposes in the real world, and so do their teachers.
At minimum, what would it mean to propose a system of reading clubs in
schools as part of a policy framework? (reading clubs for teachers, parents,
children etc). Part of the challenge with the literacy ‘crises’ in South Africa is
the limitation of the gaze on classroom routines alone. We cannot afford this
myopic view given the urgency of the need to enable all our children to
succeed at school and beyond.
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5. The ‘three-component’ model of reading
The Framework presents the following model: three “components of reading
embedded in language”, namely ‘decoding’, ‘response’ and ‘comprehension’.
This model represents a very partial and highly pedagogised view of the
processes and practices involved in reading, and in literacy more generally. In
this model, children come to understand reading as part of classroom-based
rituals and routines, in an oddly ironic echoing of what has been so roundly
critiqued in schooling in the south – the chanting and parroting of teacherinitiated IRE sequences. Highly pedagogised rituals and routines, which script
teachers’ responses and sequencing can actually reinforce such pedagogies,
rather than challenge them.
Here is what the Framework proposes that teachers focus their reading
instruction on:
•

This [phonological awareness] should be developed mainly from Grade
R to Grade 1. [Page 22]

•

Phonemic awareness should be developed from Grade R up to Grade
2. [Page 24]

•

Letter-sound knowledge (phonics): This should be developed from
Grade R through Grade 1. But continues to be taught through the
Foundation Phase. Phonics needs to be taught explicitly and
systematically. [Page 25]

•

Word reading: Word reading should start in Grade 1 already … the
teaching of morphology in African languages requires explicit
instruction. This can start in Grades 2 and 3. [Page 29]

•

Oral reading fluency: Even though most learners are still learning to
decode in Grade 1, fluency work should start by the middle of Grade 1
with simple decodable texts. More attention to oral reading fluency
should be given in Grades 2 and 3. [Page 34]

•

Vocabulary building starts in Grade R and continues throughout school.
[Page 42]

•

General knowledge: Teachers should create stimulating and interesting
classroom environments from Grade R and continue throughout the
Foundation Phase up to Grade 3. [Page 46]
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•

Comprehension strategies can be taught and modelled throughout
Foundation Phase, beginning in Grade R. [Page 49]

Of the above eight “reading components and sub-components”, only one
focuses on meaning-making from written texts (and even then, in a limited
way) and only that component requires children to engage with anything more
than words and parts of words. In other words, this Framework does not, in
fact, promote reading (nor writing) for meaning.
In addition, a large part of the Framework focuses on strategies for promoting
inferencing and so on. These are presented in formulaic ways, such as
“drawing a colourful mindmap about strategies for reading”. We believe that
without a focus on meaning making and imagination, such strategies will
quickly become formulaic and hollow out the focus and purpose of the content
of the reading and writing activity, in a sense the evacuation of content which
was seen as highly problematic in outcomes-based approaches to curriculum
that were roundly dismissed during the early 2000s.
We would argue, again, that the Framework presents an impoverished view of
literacy. In contrast, those who take a social practices (also referred to as the
socio-cultural) approach to literacy offer a richer theorising of what is involved
in reading and writing. Drawing on the foundational work of Allan Luke and
Peter Freebody, the bua-lit collective (2018) has adapted the four resources
or four roles of the reader and writer model:
● The code-breaker role draws on the resources of decoding and
encoding (much as they are outlined in the Framework document);
● The text participant and meaning-maker role draws on semantic
(meaning-making) resources (including much of what is outlined in the
Framework as comprehension);
● The text user and producer draws on what are called pragmatic
resources (knowing what’s accepted as appropriate);
● The text analyst and critical producer draws on critical, analytical
resources.
Freebody and Luke make clear that there is no natural or inevitable
developmental progression to the four roles, such that some aspects can be
left to instruction in later years. They also emphasise that learning these roles
cannot be left to incidental, indirect or implicit processes. All roles need to be
taught and resources developed and drawn upon from the beginning and
throughout schooling.
This requires the opposite of scripted sequences and lesson plans. It requires
that teachers focus on wider sets of texts than readers or worksheets. It
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requires that they are free to stimulate their children’s imaginations through
rich engagements and re-semiotisations through texts involving re-writing,
play-acting, recounting, drawing and so on. In order to do this, teachers need
themselves to understand literacy as meaning making in purposeful activities
for engagement in the real world. This is not impossible to achieve in teacher
training, but it requires that teachers are viewed as having agency and
resources, and as capable of engaging as full participants in the learning
required to re-orient to a rich and empowering view of literacy.
6. The uncritical reproduction of the PIRLS statistic
Critiques of the PIRLS for our context (e.g. bua-lit, 2018, Janks, 2011;
Prinsloo & Krause, in press) point to the following limitations and problems:
• the appropriacy of the reading texts;
• the fact that children ‘switch’ to English in Grade 4 and have no access
to non-fiction texts in African languages;
• the fact that our children are bilingual or become emergent bilinguals
when they enter Grade 1;
• and problems of children’s language varieties differing from the
standardised African languages (‘so-called’ home languages) that
PIRLS texts are translated into.
And yet, the Framework continues to state as fact, without any critical
engagement, that “the Progress in Reading Literacy Studies (PIRLS)
results show that 78% of Grade 4 learners cannot read for meaning in any
language in which they are assessed.”
While there is no doubt that learners are not developing the rich literacies
they need currently, to continue to reproduce this statistic uncritically is
deeply problematic. First it continually positions Black children, and
specifically African language speaking children, as failing (rather than
acknowledging that the system is failing our learners). Second it
undermines the call for evidence-based decision making in educational
policy, as problems with the validity of this evidence are being ignored.
7. The decolonisation and Africanisation of education
Probably most disturbing in the Framework is the complete neglect, or lack of
acknowledgement, of what Professor Makalela refers to as ‘the
epistemologies behind pedagogies”2. In other words, the Framework once
again ignores the realities and the resources of the African language speaking
2

Prof Leketi Makalela, ‘Ubuntu translanguaging: towards a multilingual approach to literacy’
Keynote address to LITASA, 13 July 2019.
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child. For example, the richness of oral storytelling traditions (which we would
see as literate traditions) are not taken seriously as foundations from which to
extend alphabetic literacy. Children’s own life-worlds and imaginative storytelling, which can be accessed for the creation of meaningful texts through
shared writing, are absent from the Framework. If our point of departure is
truly the 'normative' African-language speaking child, we must build their
literacy knowledges and practices from their life-worlds and experiences. This
cannot happen on a technical basis alone.
A second example in the Framework is the emphasis on ‘reading speed’
which as Professor Makalela pointed out is one of many ‘cultural constructs’.
Speaking quickly and reading quickly may be valued in English but this is not
universally valued. For example, in isiXhosa there is a word ukugqagqanisa to
describe the style of reading and speaking quickly which creates an
impression of someone who is hurried. This is in contrast to someone who is
iciko, i.e. who speaks in measured tones and at a pace which is different to
ukugqagqanisa. These socio-cultural expressions have implications for how
we understand good, fluent reading. It may be useful to consider other terms
specific for African languages which describe ‘good’ readers which are not
based on the cultural constructs mentioned above.
8. Rich literacies and rich texts
The Framework makes reference to the need for “a wide variety of high
quality reading materials” (page 8), to support reading. This is repeated on
page 9: “It is important for schools serving poor communities to make their
schools centres where children receive rich language and literacy input,
irrespective of their home background.”, and the role of teachers in this regard
is outlined on page 74: “The teacher should commit to becoming a reader and
joining a local library. Being a card-carrying member of a library shows that
the teacher values books and reading… [b]ecome knowledgeable about
books and writers in the learners’ HL…[b]ecome knowledgeable about
children’s books in the learners’ HL and discuss them with the learners.”
Although part of ‘rich language and literacy input’ by necessity comes from the
texts children are given to read viz. texts they read for enjoyment as well as
those intended for reading instruction, no guidance is given anywhere in the
Framework as to how to select texts that provide this kind of richness.
In addition, the Framework completely ignores the realities that:
• outside of graded readers, there are very few books published for
children in languages other than English and Afrikaans. In the main,
graded readers employ controlled vocabulary aligned with one or other
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•
•
•
•

hierarchical system of teaching decoding skills and thus the written
language in them cannot be ‘rich’;
most South Africans (children and adults) do not have easy and safe
access to libraries;
many libraries are not well-stocked with children’s books in indigenous
languages;
the overwhelming majority of children’s books are developed in English
and then translated into other languages;
many of the translations into African languages are reportedly so poor
that they obscure meaning and/or make reading for pleasure
impossible.

On page 7 of the Framework, the writer(s) does speak of the “ … provision of
core reading resources (print and digital).” This raises many questions for us,
given the limitations outlined above regarding the current provision of books in
African languages:
• How were these reading resources developed?
• Were they trialled and if so, how?
• Who wrote these resources?
• Have they been evaluated to assess the language used, to assess the
choice and normalisation of particular cultural contexts, to assess the
suitability of the range of genres, including non-fiction that are
included?
• Have they been subjected to the kind of scrutiny afforded in the
textbook selection process?
We believe that a new focus on and engagement with the ideas and
orientations outlined above for ‘rich literacies’ to be promoted in all our
schools, provides an exciting opportunity to address the problems with the
current provision of reading material. This is an opportunity to develop a
corpus of South African fiction and non-fiction in African languages, that
situates the life worlds, languages, literacy practices and multiple resources of
our children at its core in ways that celebrate and affirm those realities and
strengths.
9. Conclusion
The release of this Framework marks another moment in the process of
transforming our education system and disrupting the patterns of inequality
imposed by colonialism and apartheid. But as we have outlined above, we
believe that it is paternalistic towards both teachers and learners, all of whom
are positioned as empty, passive recipients of colonial wisdom. The
Framework rests on conservative ideas about the individual subject, whose
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success is deemed to have everything to do with their own internal capacity
and nothing to do with material conditions and the unequal social relationships
in which they find themselves and are subjected to. We understand this to be
completely at odds with the progressive values that need to inform
government in dealing with the devastating inequality that persists in
education and in our broader society.
If the aim of the Framework is to address literacy development in South Africa
systemically, more consultation is essential at a variety of levels and across a
variety of sectors. In addition, literacy development needs to be seen as an
iterative, consultative process that centers the empowerment of teachers and
children in Black, working-class schools.
We stand ready to engage with government on this critical matter, and to
bring all the depth and breadth of our combined expertise to the process of
systemic change for tackling the vast inequalities in our schools.
Signed
bua-lit collective: (Soraya Abdulatief (University of Cape Town, UCT), Xolisa
Guzula (UCT), Catherine Kell (UCT), Glynis Lloyd (Independent), Pinky
Makoe (University of South Africa, UNISA), Athambile Masola (University of
Pretoria, UP), Carolyn McKinney (UCT) & Robyn Tyler (University of the
Western Cape, UWC))
Affiliates
Brian Ramadiro (Nelson Mandela Institute, NMI/University of Fort Hare, UFH)
Nadeema Jogee (Nelson Mandela University, NMU) ,
Rochelle Kapp (UCT),
Nonzukiso-Kutta Mpondwana (Walter Sisulu University, WSU)
Pam Christie (Emeritus, UCT)
Joanne Hardman (UCT)
Samantha Curle (Bath University)
Leila Kajee (University of Johannesburg, UJ)
Pretty Magangxa (NMU)
Leketi Makalela (University of the Witwatersrand, Wits)
Simthembile Xeketwana (Stellenbosch University)
Maria Prozesky (Wits)
Ana Ferreira (Wits)
Babalwayashe Molate (UCT)
Sebolelo Mokapela (African languages, UWC)
Thenjiswa Ntwana (African languages, UWC)
Zukile Jama (African languages, UWC)
Thozi Theko, (Independent)
Vangiwe Makhubalo, (Primary Science Project, PSP)
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Ntombizanele Mahobe (NMI/UFH)
Bukelwa Yuze (Wordworks)
Marlene Rousseau (Independent)
Hilary Janks (Emeritus, Wits),
Malusi Ntyoyapi (KwaFaku Vulindlela Reading Club)
Joanne Peers (Centre for Creative Education)
Rose-Anne Reynolds (UCT)
Tieho Hans (Independent)
Esther Ramani (Rhodes University, RU)
Michael Joseph (RU)
Lara Krause (UCT & Leipzig University)
Carole Bloch, (PRAESA & UWC)
Bulelwa Mbanga-Galada (ACORN Education)
Vuyelwa Dawn Mbalekwa (Shine Literacy)
Nokhanyo Mdzanga (NMU)
Mbulungeni Madiba (UCT)
Peter Pluddemann (UWC)
Luxolo Zakaza (Lisahluma Skills Development)
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